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ABSTRACT
This research investigates a complex automated manufacturing system at three levels to
improve its efficiency. In the system there are parallel loops of stations connected by a single
closed conveyor. In each loop there are a series of identical stations, each with multiple
storage slots and with capability to process several jobs simultaneously.
At the system level we undertake capacity planning and explore Work-in-Process (WIP)
control. We build an Excel model to calculate the implied load of each station, applying the
model to sensitivity analyses of the system capacity. In addition, we identify a concave
relationship between output and WIP based on actual factory data from our industrial partner.
We surprisingly observe a reduction in output when WIP is high. Therefore, we suggest
adopting a CONWIP policy in the system in order to increase and smooth the output.
At the loop level we study the assignment policy. The complexity of this study is highlighted
by non-trivial travel time between stations. We build a simulation model in Matlab to compare
different assignment policies. The objective is to find the assignment policy that balances the
station load, decreases the flow time for jobs, and reduces the rejection or blockage rate for
the system.
At the station level we investigate the holding time between simultaneous processes. We
model this as a semi-Markov process, building a simulation model in Matlab to confirm the
analytical results. We discover a tradeoff between flow time and production rate with different
holding times, and propose new holding rules to further improve station performance.
The conclusions from this research are useful for our industrial partner in its efforts to
improve the operation of the system and to increase its capacity. Moreover, the methodologies
and insights of this work can be beneficial to further research on related industry practice.
Supervisor: Stephen C. Graves
Title: Abraham J. Siegel Professor of Management Science & Engineering Systems
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research Motivation
This research investigates the complex automated manufacturing system of our
industrial partner at three levels - system, loop and station - to improve the system
efficiency. The focus of this research is on the final testing stage of finished products.
After being produced, finished products are sent to the Automated Part Measurement
System (APMS) for testing to determine if the products meet the quality requirements
of industry standards.
The current set-up and control logic in APMS are all based on the long-time
observation and experience of engineers and technicians. The system runs fine for
most of the time, but now and then there occurs some disturbance in the system, e.g.,
the system sometimes becomes congested with a large number of jobs but with no
increase in output. Our industrial partner would like to know more about the reasons
for and possible solutions to the perturbation problems and whether there is any
opportunity to improve the system performance using operations research tools. That
is why we have been working to collect data, build models, and analyze results and
insights from the models.
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1.2 Overview of APMS
Entrance Exit
Loop 1 Loop 2 Loop 3
Figure 1 Simplified APMS System Layout
Next, we will briefly introduce the layout and composition of the system. As shown in
the simplified layout of APMS above, there are in total 3 parallel testing loops in the
system. Loops 1, 2, and 3 are composed of main stations for testing products. The
stations are connected by a single long conveyor. In front of Loop 1 is the entrance to
the system where jobs are loaded onto a shuttle travelling on the conveyor. When
being loaded, the job's corresponding information, including its arrival time, is
uploaded onto the tag attached to the shuttle through an RFID system. Further
automated control is also conducted using the RFID system. At the end of Loop 3, we
can find the exit of APMS system, where products are inspected visually by workers.
If a job passes all the tests, it will be unloaded from the shuttle and sent to a
warehouse to be stored; otherwise, it will be scrapped, reworked, or sent to further
inspection.
Each loop is dedicated to certain kinds of tests. In each of Loops 1, 2, and 3, there are
different numbers, M, N, and K respectively, of identical stations (represented by S i).
Jobs entering a loop only need to be tested on one of the identical stations. In front of
each station, there is buffer space for jobs to wait to enter. In our system, the capacity
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of the buffer space (queues, represented by Qi) ranges from 0 to 6. We will introduce
more specifications of stations as below.
Stations in the system have the capability to process multiple jobs at the same time.
But there is a chance that stations will wait for a while and continue with an empty
slot if there are not efficient arrivals. We call the case when all slots of the stations are
full the station being "fully-utilized". For instance, if a station can process 2 jobs
simultaneously, the fully-utilized rate of the station, say 85%, is calculated using
2*70%+1*(1-70%) 
..
2 . This indicates that for 70% of the processing cycles, the station is
fully utilized, i.e. there are 2 jobs inside it. For the rest of the processing cycles, 30%,
there is only 1 job in this station.
In addition, we have more measures to describe the system performance. "Uptime
utilization" records the average utilization of stations when they are not down.
"Eficiency" is used to specify the percentage of jobs that can be measured
successfully. This is not about the measurement result (pass or fail), but rather reflects
the percent of jobs on which a station is able to make a successful measurement.
Technical problems during measurement can result in the current job being kicked out,
looping around, and coming back to the loop for another test. Such a problem is called
''mis-measurement".
Some jobs require multiple trips due to reasons including mis-measurement or all the
stations being full/blocked. Hence, we decompose the total trip time into the first and
the second one (if necessary) to see the difference. We define the "first trip time" as
the difference between the ending time of the first trip (either departure from the
system or starting to continue the second trip) and the arrival time to the system. For
the jobs that loop around again in the system, the "second trip time" starts when a job
returns for a second trip and ends when the job finishes the second trip (either leaves
the system or continues for the next trip). We can observe from the representative data
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in the tables below that the percentage of non-processing time, including
transportation and waiting time, of the second trip is much higher than that in the first
trip. Therefore, we should try our best to reduce the chances that jobs take more than
one trip. This is the reason why we would like to investigate how we can reach this
target in the chapter on the loop level.
First trip time decomposition Percentage
Processing time 44%
Minimum transportation time 34%
Table 1 First Trip Time Decomposition
Second trip time decomposition Percentage
Processing time 32%
Minimum transportation time 44%
Table 2 Second Trip lime Decomposition
After discussing specifications of stations, we can tell that this is a very complex
production system. The complexities are given by multiple options of identical
stations in one loop, several storage slots in stations, and the existence of downtime
and "mis-measurement".
1.3 Research Work Impact
The results from this thesis should be useful to our industrial partner who is striving to
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improve the operation of the system and increase its capacity. Specifically speaking,
at the system level, we have built an Excel model for capacity planning and suggested
adopting CONWIP policy in the system to increase and smooth the throughput; at the
loop level, we have found a new assignment rule that enables a more balanced station
load, shortens job flow times, and decreases system rejection or blockage rate; at the
station level, we have recognized new holding policies to further improve station
performance, based on a tradeoff we discovered between station production rate and
job flow time. In addition to the above, the methodologies of the work can be
beneficial to future research on related industry practice. We note that in order to not
reveal any proprietary data of our industrial partner, the numbers included in the
thesis are either hidden or normalized; we have tried to do this in a way that preserves
the insights from the actual results with the real data.
1.4 Thesis Outline
After the research introduction in Chapter 1, the thesis will discuss the investigation
into the complex manufacturing system at three levels in the next three chapters.
Chapter 2 focuses on the system level explaining sensitivity analyses for system
capacity we conducted as well as the relationship between WIP and output we
discovered. Chapter 3 describes different assignment rules we studied at the loop level
and compared them for different cases. Chapter 4 presents a tradeoff with different
holding times we observed at the station level and new holding rules we proposed. We
finally conclude our research at the three levels in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 System Level
In this section, we will discuss the sensitivity analyses we conducted with an Excel
model. Then according to the high variability of input and output of the system, we
explored the relationship between WIP and output based on the actual factory data
from our industrial partner.
Based on our understanding of the system as well as estimates given by engineers, we
built a model in Excel to calculate the implied workload at each type of station. The
values given by the model can be confirmed by the real data in the factory. Numbers
in the spreadsheet are flexible to be changed for sensitivity analyses on capacity
planning.
2.1 Sensitivity Analyses
First, we would like to figure out the current system capacity based on our
understanding, and then conduct sensitivity analyses on that using our Excel model.
We assume the arrival rate to be 100 jobs per unit time. We have two kinds of
utilization of system measures. One of them is uptime utilization, which is calculated
using process time divided by the total uptime of a station. The other one, overall
utilization, is equal to process time divided by total time which covers both uptime
and downtime. Given the recorded term in the reports, Uptime Utilization =
Process Time while rail Utilization = Process Time
Process Time+Idle Time Process Time+Idle Time+Downtime
In this section we present an example based on hypothetical data, as a way to illustrate
the model and its use.
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Arrivals: 100 Loop 1 Loop 2 Loop 3
Overall Utilization 85% 85% 70%
Table 3 Illustrative Example with Hypothetical Data
In order to figure out the current system capacity, we adjust the number of arrivals to
force the highest uptime utilization to approach 100%. When the average utilization
of stations in Loop 2 is approaching the limit, the system capacity is 107.2 as
presented below. This indicates that Loop 2 is the bottleneck of the system given the
current amount of downtime.
Arrivals: 107.2 Loop 1 Loop 2 Loop 3
Overall Utilization 92% 91% 75%
Table 4 System Capacity with Consideration of Downtime
After this, we assume downtime can be eliminated and we force the highest overall
utilization to approach the limit. We find that the system capacity with no downtime is
113.1 and Loop 1 is the bottleneck if we do not take downtime into account.
Arrivals: 113.1 Loop 1 Loop 2 Loop 3
Overall Utilization 99% 98% 81%
Table 5 System Capacity without Consideration of Downtime
After this, we conduct the sensitivity analyses by adjusting a small amount of one
parameter and fixing others. We test the normalized data in the Excel model and the
results are listed below. We can tell from the table that if we can decrease cycle time
of stations or increase fully-utilized rate, the improvement in capacity is more obvious.
Cycle time improvement depends on technology development of testing procedures
while fully-utilized rate should be improved if we have better control policies. We
16
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will explain and discuss this later in the section of Station Level.
Change Capacity
Decrease downtime by 1% 100.05
Decrease cycle time by 1% 100.97
Table 6 More Sensitivity Analyses by Adjusting Small Amount of One Parameter
2.2 Literature Review
After discussing what the capacity of the system is, we would like to examine, given
the current capacity level, how we can improve the system throughput based on a
certain production control policy.
First, we need to decide if the current system should be characterized as a push-based
or pull-based one. Spearman, Woodruff and Hopp (1990) described a push system as
one where jobs are released according to the pre-determined schedules, while job
release in pull systems is "authorized" or triggered by the completion of a job in the
system. In the system of our industrial partner, jobs are scheduled to be produced at
the upstream production stages and they are allowed to enter APMS whenever they
arrive at the system. Therefore, it seems to operate primarily as a push system and this
gives us an opportunity to explore whether improvements are possible from changing
to a pull-based system.
Spearman and Zazanis (1992) compared push and pull systems and found that less
congestion occurs in pull systems and pull systems are easier to control. Moreover,
Spearman, Woodruff and Hopp stated a pull-based production planning and control
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system results in shorter flow time and lower WIP inventory level compared to
push-based. They also pointed out that CONWIP (CONstant Work In Process) policy,
as a pull alternative to Kanban, helps provide such advantages.
CONWIP production control system was first introduced in (Spearman et al. (1989)).
CONWIP policy refers to a production control that requires the maximum number of
WIP in a system to remain constant. Since the introduction of CONWIP, it has been a
very attractive topic in both academia and industry. Framinan, Gonzalez and
Ruiz-Usano (2003) reviewed literature on CONWIP in three aspects: operation of
CONWIP, applicability of CONWIP and comparisons of CONWIP with other
production control systems.
In discussing the operation of CONWIP, Framinan, Gonzalez and Ruiz-Usano pointed
out that an important decision for implementing CONWIP is the number of cards,
which ensures a constant number of WIP in the system. Whenever a job exits the
system, the card attached to it is released and returned to the starting point. A new job
arrival can enter the system only when it finds an available card, released by a
completed job. The tool of "cards" in the theory can be implemented by shuttles in the
manufacturing system of our industrial partner. Although the number of cards is
regarded as the most important parameter that influences the CONWIP system
performance, there has been no exact quantitative method to calculate it. In order to
estimate the optimal number of cards in the system, past researches have built
analytical, simulation, and hybrid models to analyze it.
In general, Hopp and Spearman (1996) highlight the tradeoff between WIP level and
the desired throughput rate. This is consistent with Little's Law (Little and Graves
(2008)):
L = XW
Where L: average number ofjobs in the system
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A: effective arrival rate
W: average time that a job spends in the system
Moreover, Hopp and Spearman pointed out that the setting of card count should be
conducted relatively infrequently, (e.g. monthly or quarterly). If CONWIP policy is
being applied on an existing line, the number of cards should be set as the stable
number of WIlP in the system observed from historical data; if CONWIP is going to be
implemented on a newly-established line, it should be determined using Little's Law
with estimated job cycle time (W) and desired throughput rate.
Referring to applicability of CONWIP, Framinan, Gonzalez and Ruiz-Usano listed a
few studies conducted in real industry, including computer manufacturer (Spearman et
al. (1989)), semiconductors factory (Uszoy et al. (1994)), 'Intel' microprocessors
factory (Gilland (2002)), and cold rolling plant (Huang et al. (1998)). Moreover,
Framinan, Gonzalez and Ruiz-Usano summarized theoretical research considering
merging and assembly lines, machine failure, set-up times, and rework. They
highlighted that CONWIP outperforms other production control policies when
machine failure is taken into account in the study. When further comparing CONWIP
with other policies, they summarized in the review paper that CONWIP is considered
to be more robust, flexible and easier to implement than most pull policies, especially
when uncertainty and dynamic environment is considered. In addition, Spearman,
Woodruff and Hopp pointed out that the opportunity for efficiency improvement using
CONWIP is more obvious when the system is processing at its capacity and the
bottleneck is easy to identify.
2.3 WIP and Output
Before we explore how to implement CONWIP in our system as suggested in the
literature, we would like to examine what input and output are and how smooth.
When a job is loaded onto a shuttle and enters the APMS system, an arrival time is
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recorded in the tag attached to the job; when a job leaves the exit of APMS, a
departure time is recorded. Based on the arrival times and departure times, we take
hourly statistics of input and output number of jobs and list it below. Again, we
normalize the real numbers and let the input be 100 jobs per unit time.
Hourly Statistics Input Output
Standard Deviation 14.13 14.92
Table 7 Hourly Statistics of Input and Output
We can see from the table that the variability of input and output is not small.
Therefore, we need to examine what is happening between the input and output in the
system. We measure the work in process (WIP), which is defined as the number of
jobs between the entrance and exit of the system at one time point. There is no such
data recorded in the database so we figure out the number of WIP by counting how
many jobs- have already been input but still not output from the system. We collected
data to measure the WIP at every 15 minutes in order to take a deeper look at the
system performance.
15-Minute Statistics Input WIP Output
(obs per 15 minute) (jobs) (jobs per 15 minute)
StDev 4.9 11.79 5.79
Table 8 Quarter Statistics of input, WIP, and Output
We can use the relationship between WIP and output, given by Little's Law
mentioned in the literature review to find the average time W that a job spends in the
system:
L = AW
Where L: average number ofjobs in the system
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.. . .. .. .. ..
A: average arrival rate
We can also tell from the table that the variability of WIP is double of output and
input. Therefore, we would like to further explore the relationship between WIP and
output.
We collected corresponding data of WIP at time point t and the number of jobs output
from the system during time period from t to t+15 minutes; for example one data
points has an x value of WIP at 1:00 pm on January 1 5th, 2000 and its y value should
be the output from 1:00pm to 1:15pm on the same day. Then we plotted all the data
points we have in one month as below. We also generated a polynomial trend line
using Excel.
It is apparent that there is a concave relationship between WIP and output, which
means that output increases with WIP but at a decreasing rate. Moreover, when WIP is
above a certain number, there is a slight reduction in output. We conjecture one of the
possible reasons is that there occurs congestion among stations, i.e. jobs are blocked
from approaching to stations. Another reason could be the congestion before the exit:
jobs cannot be output even though completed.
Output Versus WIP(Output of [x, x+1 5) V.S.WIP at x)
R2 0.225 ...... %r***.1
WIP (No. of Jobs)
Figure 2 Output of [t, t+15] Versus WIP at t
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We also did the same examination on the data of other months and we observed
similar patterns. The regression curve starts to dip at the same number of WIP.
Month I
C
E
R2= 0.3198 * * **
CL
0 *'
o WIP (No. of Jobs)
Month 2
S
I
R2= 0.2225*.****CL
o
---A
WIP (No. of Jobs)
Month 3
C
*g-
R2= 0.3811
.0-
W(oJ
0.
WIP (No. of Jobs)
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w
Month 4
2
R2 = 0.3841
o WIP (No. of Jobs)
Figure 3 The Relationship between Output and WIP in 4 Months
However, as we can see in the figures, the R-squared value (a.k.a. co-efficient of
determination) of the regression functions are quite small, which means there are a lot
of noise in the data pattern. Therefore, we tried to eliminate the noise so that we can
tell the data pattern more clearly. As there are 4 data points per hour, 24 hours per day
and about 30 days in one month, there should be around 3000 data points. We sort the
data points by their WIP value and then put every 30 of them into a bucket. Next, we
calculate the average of WIP and output of each bucket and plot the 100 "average"
points as below. This time, the R-squared value is much closer to 1, which means the
noise is reduced a lot.
Output Versus WIP
.0ft
360
'50 -
S40 -
30
20 -
R2 = 0.8779
ICL 0
3 0 50 100 150 200
WIP (No. of Jobs)
Figure 4 Output Versus WIP after Noise Elimination
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In addition, we also plot a histogram of WIP to see what the distribution of WIP is.
We can tell from the histogram that there are around 10% chances that WIP is above
that certain number, i.e. there is a 10% possibility that we could improve the system
performance by controlling WIP smartly.
WIP Histogra
(41
Bin
n
- 120.00%
100.00%
- 80.00%
60.00% Frequency
-rn-Cumulative %
- 40.00%
- 20.00%
- 0.00%
Figure 5 WIP Histogram and Cumulative Percentage
Again, we did the same examination on other months and we found the patterns look
almost the same.
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Figure 6 The Relationship between Output and WIP in April through July
Hence, we can conclude that the dip in output when WIP is greater than a certain
number is a common problem all the time. In the current system, jobs are allowed to
enter the system whenever they arrive and there is no control of WIP. In order to
avoid the reduction in output when WIP is high, we should bring in the concept of
CONWIP which is a control policy that keeps the maximum number of jobs in the
system at a stable level, so as to maintain a high throughput. What we can probably
implement in our system is to add a buffer at the entrance. If WIP is going above the
certain number, later input should be held in the buffer until WIP drops below the
certain number. In addition, when a perturbation or disruption happens in the system,
one possible way to avoid further chaos and WIP beyond the certain number is to stop
feeding the line until the perturbation is clear. There are a lot of benefits using WIP
control, such as more smooth output, shorter flow time and higher throughput.
2.4 Summary
In Chapter 2, we built an Excel model to conduct system capacity planning. The result
from sensitivity analyses should be useful when our industrial partner expand or
refine the set-up in the factory. In addition, we can tell from the sensitivity analyses
that to increase fully-utilized rate can improve the system capacity more efficiently.
Therefore, we will discuss how to reach this target in Chapter 4. Moreover, we
observed a concave relationship between WIP and output and even a reduction in
26
output when WIP is high. As a result, we suggested adopting CONWIP control in the
system to increase and smooth the throughput.
27
Chapter 3 Loop Level
As we mentioned before, there are three main station loops in the system. In each loop,
we can find different numbers of identical stations. Jobs need to enter only one of the
identical stations in one loop for measurement. It is important to assign jobs in an
appropriate sequence to stations either idle or with queue open. If a job finds all the
stations in a loop are full, it has to be "rejected" by this loop. We found a traditional
policy which is always quoted in the literature, proposed a new one, then compared
these with the current one applied in the factory using two simulation tests assuming
that queue sizes in front of each station are the same. The objective is to find the
assignment policy that enables more balanced station loads, lower rejection/blockage
rate for a loop, and shorter flow time for a job. We count the job flow time starting
from its arrival time and ending by its departure time, including its certain service
time decided by its attribute, constant travel time through the loop and
policy-dependent waiting time. The complexity of this study is highlighted by
non-trivial travel time between stations.
3.1 Loop Operation Description
As shown in the figure below, there are several identical stations in one loop and there
is a queue in front of each station. At each queue, we can find a checking gate
controlled by an RFID system to decide if a coming job should enter the
corresponding station. The travel time between adjacent stations can be regarded as
the same. When a job (represented by the cylinder) arrives at one loop, it only needs
to enter one of the identical stations for testing. It travels along a single conveyor to
the assigned station and leaves the loop along the single conveyor again after
finishing the measurements. There is no shortcut for a job to reach any of the station
or leave the loop without passing the rest stations.
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Figure 7 Loop Operation Description
3.2 Literature Review
We did a detailed analysis of relevant literature and we found that almost all the past
research concentrated on the assignment policy denoted as ordered entry; there were
very few research papers that discussed other assignment policies.
Ordered entry policy was first introduced by Disney (1962, 1963) and it is defined as
that jobs always seek to enter the first available work station. Disney focused on
two-channel queuing problems allowing storage at the second station. He described
the two channel conditions using difference equations. He concluded from the
analytical results that we should put more storage places at downstream machines
with ordered entry if we expect more balanced station loads. Furthermore, ordered
entry is less efficient than a policy that assigns jobs based on station loading. He also
argued that the complexity of such a problem is due to the arrival process to the
second channel, because this arrival process cannot be modeled as a Poisson process.
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Gupta (1966) extended Disney's model to a general case where both channels can
have storage places. He obtained the steady-state distribution of queue sizes using the
generating function technique. Phillips and Skeith (1969) further extended Gupta's
model to a system of queuing networks with multiple servers and multiple queues.
They concluded that with the same storage places at each server, we can observe an
unbalanced station load in the system: high utilization at the upstream stations and
low utilization at the downstream stations. Moreover, similar to what Disney found, if
we can add extra storage to the system and we put it at the downstream, we can
achieve higher system efficiency and better load balance.
In addition to homogeneous service rate of servers, Yao (1987) studied cases of
heterogeneous servers. He concluded that stations should be arranged in a descending
order according to their service rates: stations should be ordered so that the fastest is
first, followed by the next fastest if service rates are different among stations.
3.3 Assignment Policies Description
a. Ordered Entry (OE)
As shown in section 3.2, this is the assignment policy that is commonly found in
relevant literature. This policy is described as that jobs always seek to enter the
first available work station, i.e. a job always enters a work station if it is idle or if
it has space in its queue, and will proceed to the next work station only if the
station is blocked (the station is busy and its queue is full). We can tell from the
rule that with this policy, only the information of the current station status is
considered.
b. Current Policy (CP)
Before we explain the current assignment rule, we will first introduce a term
"bypass number". Bypass number is an attribute of each station. Whenever a job
continues to the next station without entering the current station, the bypass
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number of this station will be incremented by one. As soon as a new job enters a
station, the station's bypass number will be reset to zero. Similar to the previous
policy, if a job finds the current station is idle, it will enter directly; but when it
finds the current station is busy and the queue is open, it needs to further check its
bypass number. More specifically, the current assignment rule is: A new job enters
a station if one of the two conditions is satisfied
1) This station is idle OR
2) Its queue is open and its bypass number is larger than the number of
downstream stations
One might apply such a policy because of two reasons: we want to spread the
load, while at the same time we need to ensure that few jobs are bypassing an
available station but find all downstream stations are full. The current assignment
policy does consider the current station status as well as its bypass number, but
does not take into account the status of downstream stations, i.e. the assignment
results will be indifferent no matter what the status of downstream stations are:
idle, busy or blocked. This might be fine if the processing time of each job were
deterministic. But this is not always the case due to two reasons: For several
measurements, the processing time is proportional to the length of products which
varies from job to job within a certain range. The other reason is that service time
can be quite random if we include unplanned downtime or other disruptions.
When there exists randomness in service time, the current policy is not very
efficient. Suppose we have two stations in a loop. At one time point, the second
station finishes its job before the first station. When a new job enters the loop, it
will observe that the bypass number of the first station is at least 1, which
indicates it needs to enter the queue in front of the first station even though the
second station is currently idle. To avoid this inefficiency, we propose a new
assignment policy.
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c. Earliest Exit Rule (EE)
This is the new rule we propose based on detailed observation of simulation
results. We assume that the remaining service time for each station is known. So
we are in a deterministic world where we can determine exactly how long a job
would wait on each station. The waiting of a job on each station is calculated by
starting from when the job arrives at the queue of the station and ends when the
job leaves the queue and enters the station. Then we compare those calculated
waiting times to pick the shortest one, and then assign the job to the station with
that time. Because now jobs have the shortest waiting time, a certain service time
and a constant travel time, this Earliest Exit Rule enables jobs to leave the system
at the earliest time. From the simulation result, this rule shows the value of
additional information when we assign jobs especially when the service time is
random.
After introducing the three assignment policies, we summarize the information that is
taken into account in these policies when assigning jobs to stations in the table below.
The reason why we include all three policies in the following comparison is that
having OE we can tell how good CP is; while introducing EE we can see the potential
of further improvement in CP.
Assignment Policies Information considered when assigning jobs
Current Policy (CP) Current station status and its bypass number
Table 9 Considered Information of the Three Assignment Policies
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3.4 An Illustrative Example
We will then use a simple example to explain the three policies in details. In this
illustrative example, we assume there are two stations in the system. The travel time
from Station I to Station 2 is 1 second. Four jobs will come sequentially to the system
at t = 1, 2, 3 and 4 second. The service times of the four jobs are indicated in the
brackets as 20, 10, 20 and 10 seconds respectively.
Figure 8 Illustrative Example Set-up
a. Ordered Entry (OE)
This rule requests that a job should fill in any space the current station has, and it
can only proceed to the next station if the current station is full. Therefore, we
will assign Job 1 in Station 1, Job 2 in the queue in front of Station 1, Job 3 in
Station 2 and Job 4 in the queue of Station 2. The assignment result is presented
in the following figure.
Figure 9 Assignment Result Using Ordered Entry
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b. Current Policy (CP)
Similar to the previous rule, when Job 1 finds Station 1 idle, it will enter Station
1.
LL~1L~IJI
BP1=0 BP2=0
Figure 10 Assignment Results Using the Current Policy - Part 1
But when Job 2 finds the queue of Station 1 open, it also needs to check if the
bypass number of Station 1 (BP1 ) is equal to or larger than the number of
downstream stations, which is one. Apparently, the answer is no. In this way, it
will proceed to Station 2. As soon as it passes Station 1, BP, is incremented by
one. Then Job 2 enters Station 2 because Station 2 is idle.
- - ILq]L 1 f7M
BP1=1 BP2=0
Figure 11 Assignment Results Using the Current Policy - Part 2
Since Job 3 finds that BP1 is equal to the number of downstream stations of
Station 1, it will enter the queue of Station 1. When Job 3 enters Station 1 area
(including Station 1 itself and its queue), BP, will be reset to 0 immediately.
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Figure 12 Assignment Results Using the Current Policy - Part 3
At last, when Job 4 finds no space in Station 1, it can only proceed to Station 2
and enter its queue.
BP1 =1 BP2= 0
Figure 13 Assignment Results Using the Current Policy - Part 4
c. Earliest Exit (EE)
When we use this rule, we need to first calculate the waiting times of a new job
on each station. In our example, when Job 1 comes, it is obvious that the waiting
times on both stations are 0 because both stations are idle. Then when Job 2
comes, its waiting time on Station 1 should be the remaining service time of
Station 1 (20-(2- 1) = 19), while its waiting time on Station 2 is 0. Therefore, it is
assigned to Station 2.
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WT1 = 20-(2-1)= 19
WT2 = 0
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Figure 14 Assignment Results Using Earliest Exit - Part 1
Next, when Job 3 approaches to Station 1, it figures out that the waiting time on
Station 1 should be 20-(3-1) = 18 and that on Station 2 would be the remaining
service time 10-(3-2) = 9 minus its travel time from Station 1 to Station 2 (as
travel time is excluded from the waiting time), which equals 8. Hence, Job 3
should be assigned to the queue of Station 2.
WT1 = 20-(3-1) = 18
WT2 = 10-(3-2)-1= 8 L3 1L 1 I -
Figure 15 Assignment Results Using Earliest Exit - Part 2
By the same means, Job 4 would enter the queue of Station 1.
Figure 16 Assignment Results Using Earliest Exit - Part 3
3.5 Model Formulation
With the three assignment policies, we designed simulation tests to evaluate them in
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terms of rejection rate, job flow time and load balance.
Assumptions
a. Arrival process is a Poisson process, i.e. the inter-arrival time is exponentially
distributed.
b. There are two types of service times for jobs: deterministic and exponentially
distributed.
c. The queue sizes in front of each station are all the same.
d. Travel times between stations are the same.
e. There is no recirculation which means jobs rejected by the loop are "lost" in the
system.
f. Station downtime or mis-measurement is not considered.
Notation
A - Mean inter-arrival time
yt- Mean service time
p - Load factor
Q - Queue size in front of each station
T - Travel time between stations
M - Number of stations
We define the system load factor p = A/(M * p). This means that when p > 1, the
system is overloaded and the system cannot finish all jobs arriving at it. We use
different p in simulation tests and we will discuss it later.
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No recirculation
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Figure 17 Illustration of Simulation Model Set-up
We simulated this as a discrete-time model in Matlab. The time unit we use is one
second, i.e. we examine the system every second, to first see if there is any arrival at
that second, then check each station and queue in front sequentially whether they
should let a job from upstream enter the stations. We attach the detailed simulation
logic of the three policies in Appendix 1.
We assume there are 6 stations in the loop we investigate and we use normalized data
in our tests. In order to ensure no bias in our simulation results, we include 10,000
arrivals in each simulation sample and replicate the simulation on 10 samples. This is
equivalent to simulating with 100,000 arrivals but separating them into 10 groups and
conducting the simulation with each group. Then the simulation results we will show
later are always the average of the 10 samples.
3.6 Simulation Test Design
In order to evaluate different aspects of the three assignment policies, we design two
simulation tests. Test A is for sensitivity analyses of the policies. We let Q = 1 in
group A and we simulate with two types of service time: constant and random. For
each type of service time, we conduct the simulation test with large, medium and
small p. Then we compare the simulation results of the 2 * 3 = 6 cases in group A.
Test B is used to evaluate the performance of the three policies with various queue
sizes. In this group, p is fixed and again we have two options of service time type,
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constant and random. Then we change queue sizes from 0 to 6 for each type of service
time. The simulation test design is also presented in the following figure.
Service
Mn M
Test A
Figure 18 Simulation Test Designs
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Results from Test A
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Figure 19 Rejection Rate with Three Assignment Policies
Here we use normalized numbers to disguise the real value of rejection rates. Seen
from the above figures, a larger p and a more random service time lead to higher
rejection rate. In addition, when service time is constant, the performance of CP is
very similar to EE. However, when service time is random, the curve of CP is closer
to that of OE and there is an obvious gap between CP and EE. This indicates that
when there exists randomness in service time, the performance given by CP could be
improved given additional information when we assign jobs.
Flow Time
We calculate the average flow time of the jobs which are completed in each sample,
then figure out the average of the 10 samples. We should note that the flow times of
rejected jobs are not included in the computed flow time.
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Figure 20 Job Flow Time with Three Assignment Policies
Similar to the patterns in the figure of rejection rate, when p is larger and service
time is random, we will see a higher flow time. With a constant service time, CP
already gives a good performance compared to EE; but with random service times, CP
is not performing as good as EE because less information is known upon assigning
jobs.
We also plot distribution of job flow times as below. These two figures are
representing the cases of p = 100%. We do not include figures of p = 80% and
p = 120% here because they give similar patterns. We can conclude from the figure
that when service time is constant, OE increases much slower than CP and EE, which
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means that a high percentage of jobs have relatively long flow time. When service
time is random, EE increases at a steeper rate than both CP and OE, which indicates
that higher percentage ofjobs have shorter flow time using EE.
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Figure 21 Job Flow Time Distribution with Three Assignment Policies
-OE
-CP
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Load Balance
Besides rejection rate and flow time, we also examine the throughput of each station
using different policies and compare their load balance. The results are listed below.
Again, this is only the result for p = 100%, and results are similar when p = 80%
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and p = 120%. It is apparent that when service time is more random, the station
loads would be more unbalanced. Moreover, EE can always provide more balanced
station load among the three policies, no matter whether service time is constant or
random.
Machine Throughput (Const. Ser.)
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E Station2
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Figure 22 Simulation Results with Three Assignment Policies in Terms of Load Balance
Results from Test B
In Test B, we fix p = 100% and change queue sizes from 0 to 6. Then we examine
the rejection rate and flow time given by different queue sizes.
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Rejection Rate
Again, we use normalized numbers to disguise the real value of rejection rates. We
can observe a convex curve when we increase the queue sizes in front of each station.
It means that there is a diminishing improvement in rejection rate when the queue size
increases. Specifically, when we increase queue sizes from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 2, the
drop in rejection rate is huge. While we continue to increase queue sizes, the decrease
in rejection rate is much less.
Rej. Rate (Const. Ser.)
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Figure 23 Simulation Results with Various Queue Sizes in Terms of Rejection Rate
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Flow Time
When the queue size increases, flow time increases almost linearly. This is because
that fewer jobs are rejected and more jobs can be produced by the system, many of
which have long wait times. However, we can still observe that when we increase
queue sizes from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 2, the increase in flow time is less than that when
we further increase queue sizes. This gives a hint that the cost of longer flow time
when the queue size is very large could be higher than the benefit of diminishing
improvement in rejection rate.
Flow Time (Const. Ser.)
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Flow Time (Rand. Ser.)
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Figure 24 Simulation Results with Various Queue Sizes in Terms of Flow Time
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3.7 Summary
In this section, we described three assignment policies: Ordered Entry (OE) which is
usually quoted in the literature, the Current policy (CP) in the factory and Earliest
Exit rule (EE) we proposed. The main difference between them is the amount of
information we need when assigning jobs. We compared the policies with two
simulation tests. With Test A, we conducted sensitivity analyses of these assignment
policies for cases combining two types of services and different p ranging from
small to large. From the simulation results, we can conclude that: randomness and
larger arrival rate result in higher rejection rate and longer flow time. In addition, it is
apparent that the value of EE, the policy that always performs the best, is that it
results in lower rejection rate, shorter flow time and more balanced station load. At
the same time, we need to notice that the cost of EE is that we need to know
additional information when assigning jobs. According to the design of the database
of our industrial partner, it is quite feasible to collect necessary information for EE.
Therefore, the cost to make additional information available is quite minimal.
Test B was used to evaluate the performance of the three policies with various queue
sizes. We can observe from the simulation results that when we increase queue sizes
in front of each station, we will have diminishing improvement in rejection rate and
linearly increasing cost in flow time. This gives us a hint that we should be able to
find an optimized queue size with relatively low rejection rate and flow time.
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Chapter 4 Station Level
In this chapter, we will study the production procedure of a single station with
multiple storage slots and with capability to process several jobs simultaneously.
When there are stochastic arrivals, the station will wait (hold) for a certain time period
until the next arrival or the end of the holding period. We will model this operation as
a semi-Markov process and suggest a smart holding policy with appropriate holding
time periods in order to achieve a better performance.
Under the current policy, whenever there is no job waiting in the queue upon the
completion of a processing cycle, the work station will hold up till H time units to
wait for an arrival, i.e., if there is no arrival in the next H time units, the work station
will continue on to the next processing cycle if there is at least one job in the system.
The intention of this policy is to seek higher work station utilization while at the same
time ensuring a relatively short job flow time. This naturally leads to the question of
choosing a holding time H that achieves the optimal balance. In our simple model,
we set the holding time H as a decision variable. We model processing stages of the
work station as a Semi-Markov process and we try to use it to capture the trade-off
between work station production rate and job flow time.
4.1 Station Production Process Description
We focus on one type of station in the system with a special feature that there are 3
slots or positions in the station, which allow it to hold 3 jobs at the same time. At the
end of each cycle, the station rotates so that the job at slot 1 (indicated in red) turns to
the position of slot 2, then the job at slot 2 (represented in yellow) goes to slot 3, the
job at slot 3 (in blue) leaves the station, and a new job (in green) enters slot 1 for the
process of the next cycle. This operation process is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 25 Simultaneous Processing Station Description
The reason why the station is designed as this is that each job requires three sub-tasks,
or tests in one station. The first task occurs at position 1, the second at position 2 and
the third at position 3. The cycle times of tasks are decided by the longest cycle time
of the three tasks because the station will not rotate to the next position until the
longest task finishes. Therefore, each of the three tasks can be done within the station
cycle time D, which is the cycle time of the longest task. As a result, each job spends
3 cycles, or 3D time to process on one station.
We use a simple example as follows to further describe how the station works. The
yellow square indicates that the station is busy processing. We can see that at step 3,
the station holds H time periods because there is no more arrival at the station during
H. Then, as Step 4 shows, at the end of the holding period H, the station continues the
next cycle with the job inside. During the cycle time, another arrival comes; but it
cannot enter the station immediately as the station is still working so that the job waits
at the queue. Then at the end of this cycle, after the station rotates, the job waiting at
the queue can enter the station. After that, the station immediately starts the next cycle,
without holding at all, processing two jobs inside it simultaneously. Then at the end of
this cycle, the job first entering the station leaves as it has finished processes at all the
three slots.
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Figure 26 An Illustrative Example of Station Production Processes
4.2 Literature Review
As we can conjecture from section 4.1, the operations of a station can be described as
a number of states and transitions between them (details of these will be shown in
section 4.3). Inspired by Janssen and Manca (2006), we can express such
manufacturing process as a semi-Markov process (SMP) which is a generalization of
continuous-time Markov chains. As Serin (2010) states, in a continuous-time Markov
chain, the time between state transitions is exponentially distributed; in contrast, the
transition time in an SMP can be a general distribution, e.g. a constant, or the sum of a
constant and an exponentially distributed variable. The Markov property only holds at
transition instances from one state to another.
Janssen and Manca also stated that Semi-Markov theory is a very productive topic of
stochastic processes with a large number of applications in real-life problems, and the
type of operations in our system, in which a single machine processing several jobs
simultaneously, such as heat-treating ovens and semiconductor wafer fabrication, is
one of the applications. Bailey (1954) first defined such manufacturing system as a
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bulk-service system, in which multiple jobs can be processed simultaneously. In order
to run bulk-service systems efficiently, researchers proposed different control policies.
Neuts (1967) has explored a general rule for bulk servers with Poisson arrivals: when
there are not efficient arrivals to the bulk server, the server will hold until the
occurrence of a certain number of cumulative arrivals to be served as a batch of size N,
in order to avoid uneconomical operations. We also suggested a similar control policy
to Neuts' in our system, but with a different trigger: the station will not start a next
cycle until either the arrival of a next job within the certain period of holding time or
the end of the holding time. After Neuts first introduced this type of holding strategy,
Deb and Serfozo (1973) demonstrated that such general policies can be used to
minimize the operating cost of the system including holding jobs in the system and
delaying job delivery dates. In later sections, we will explore smart ways to control
the station in our system with a similar concept, so that the station can operate more
efficiently.
4.3 Model Formulation
We model the processing stages of the work station as a Semi-Markov process as
literature review suggests. We will start from the model with queue size of one, and
then update it to a case where queue size as two.
Assumptions
a. Arrival process is a Poisson Process
b. Cycle time is a constant
c. Single station system
d. No station downtime or mis-measurement is considered
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Notation
R - Inter-arrival time between two jobs; a random variable
D - Service time for a cycle; a constant
H - Holding time; decision variable
p - Probability that there is no queue upon the completion of a cycle
w - Probability that R ;_ H
n-- Steady state probability of State i
ri-Long-run fraction of time spent at State i
Calculation of p and w
As we assume that the queue in front of the work station can hold one job, upon the
completion of a cycle, we either see no job in the queue or one job waiting in the
queue. (Jobs that arrive but cannot enter the queue pass the current work station.)
Given the arrival process is Poisson with rate X (or equivalently, inter-arrival time is
exponentially distributed with rate 1/X), the probability that there is no job in the
queue equals the probability that inter-arrival time is greater or equal to D, which is
p = Pr(no arrival within (t, t + D)) = e-AD (This is true, because at the start of
each cycle the queue is empty.)
By the same means, the probability that there is no job arriving during holding time
H is simply w = Pr(no arrival within (t, t + H)) = e-AH
Model of Queue Size = 1
We define the following four states upon the completion of a process cycle. By "the
completion of a process cycle", we describe it as the time point after a station finishes
one process cycle and rotates, but before a new job is loaded into slot 1. Therefore,
the first slot is always empty in the four states we defined.
State 1 - No job at second or third slot
State2 - Has job in the second slot
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State3 - Has job in the third slot
State4 - has job in both second and third slots
The transitions between states are described in the following diagram.
Terms on the transition arcs specify the transition probability and time required (after
the vertical bar) to reach to the next state. For instance, there are two paths from State
1 to State 2. On the one hand, if there is a job waiting in the queue at Sl, the
probability of which is 1 - p, it can enter the station immediately and turns to slot 2
after a cycle time D, as shown in S2. On the other hand, for the probability of p that
no job waiting in the queue at Si, the station will first wait an inter-arrival time R
and process a cycle time D to become S2. Therefore, the total transition time from
SI to S2 with probability of p is R + D. In addition, there is only one path from S2
to S3, with a probability that there is no arrival during the last cycle time AND no job
arriving during holding time. Therefore, the transition probability from S2 to S3 is
p * w and the transition time is H + D. Moreover, there are two paths from S2 to S4.
For the probability of 1 - p that a job waiting in the queue at the end of S2, it enters
the station instantly and the station turns to S3 after a cycle time D. Alternatively, if
no job is waiting in the queue at S2 but a job arrives during the holding time H, the
probability of which is p * (1 - w), the transition time from S2 to S4 is the waiting
time of the station R' plus a cycle time D. The other transitions are very similar to
the above descriptions.
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Figure 27 Transitions between States with the Queue Size of One
Characterize Steady State Probability
We determine the following system of equations to get the steady state probability:
Wi = PWW3
72= 1 + (1 - p + p(l - w)) 3
7r3 = pwn2 + pWW4
7r4 = (1 - p + p(1- w))n2 + (1 - p + p(1 - w)) 4
7ri + 72 + 1(3 + 14 = 1
We obtain
IT1 = pW1T3
7 2  3
pw
iTp3 p 2 + pw +1
1 - pw
114 W 13
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Characterize Long-run Fraction of Time Spent at Each State
Solving the long-run fraction of time spent at state j using the following expression:
k k X kTk
Where T; is the expected time staying at state j per transition. T; can be calculated
in the following way:
T= Pij T11
Where pi; is the transition probability from state i to state j and Ti; is the
expected time from state i to state j if pij > 0.
E[R] = 1/A
E[R'] = E[RIR H] = f xf(x)P(x H)d
x=0
f H xAe~xdx
1 - Ae-AH
-He-AH e-AH 1
1 - Ae-aH
Where R' here indicates the inter-arrival time given the condition that the
inter-arrival time is shorter than the holding time H.
In our system,
12= p(E[R] + D) + (1 - p)D = pE[R] + D
T 2 3 = H + D
p(1 - w) 1 -p
T24 = ((E[R'] +D))+ D1 - p + p(1 - W) 1 - p + p(1 -W)
T31 = H + D
p(1 -w) 1 - p
T3 2 = - (E[R'] + D)+ D1 - p+ p(1-w) 1- p+ p(1-w)D
T43 = H + D
- p(l-w) 1- p
T44 = (E[R'] +D)+ D
1- p+ p(1 -w) 1- p+ p(l -w)
p(1 - w)
= (pW)E[R'] + D
(1 
- pw)
_p(1l-w)
= E[R'] +D(1- pw)
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For example, as explained before, the transition time from State 1 to State 2 could be
R + D with probability p or D with the probability of (1 - p). Therefore, T1 2 is
expressed as p(E[R] + D) + (1 - p)D. In addition, there are two paths from State 2
to State 4. The transition time of the first path is E [R'] + D with the probability of
p(1 - w) and the transition time of the second path is D with probability 1 - p. As
a result, there is the chance of p(1 - w) out of p(1 - w) + 1 - p that the transition
time from State 2 to State 4 is E[R'] + D and 1 - p out of p(1 - w) + 1 - p that
the transition time is D. This is why
24 = p(1w) (E[R'] + D) + 1p D = p(1W)E[R'] + D. The similar logic1-p+p(1-w) i-p+p(i-w) (1-pw)
can explain the rest of transition time expressions.
Model of Queue Size = 2
By the same means, we then update the model from the queue size of 1 to the queue
size of 2. We attach the details in Appendix 2.
4.4 Analytical and Simulation Results
We built the discrete-time simulation model in MATLAB, using 1 second as the time
unit. We attach the detailed simulation logic in Appendix 3. We start from the test with
queue size of two and a base arrival rate. We assume there is no recirculation first and
then relax this assumption later. The numbers included in the figures are normalized
so that the real data are disguised.
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Rejection rate and production rate
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Figure 28 Analytical and Simulation Results for the Base Case
In the above figure, red and blue curve indicates the results given by the simulation
and analytical model respectively. It is apparent that the two results match very well.
Green line here is a bound calculated using analytical model with a very large H. It
corresponds to the asymptote of the curves. We can tell from the shape of the curves
that a larger holding time H results in a lower rejection rate and higher production rate.
In addition, even if we have a very large H, the production rate still cannot be equal to
the arrival rate, which means there will always be a rejection when the arrival rate is
relatively large.
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e-
Tradeoff
Besides rejection and production rate, we also need to take flow time into account as
one of the important system measures. We see from the graph that when production
rate increases as H is enlarged, flow time also increases. Therefore, there is a tradeoff
between production rate and flow time in the system.
Flow Time v.s. Production Rate of Base Case
22.5 10
22.4
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22.2
I 22.1 - - - - - -_
121.98
21.8
21.7 - 7.5
21.6 -
21.5 7
Short Medium Long
Holding time
-Production Rate -Flow Time
Figure 29 Flow Time V.S. Production Rate for the Base Case
Cases with Smaller and less random arrivals
Before we assumed inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed, which means the
mean is equal to the standard deviation of the inter-arrival time. At the same time, we
would also like to explore the system performance with smaller and less random
arrival rate, as might occur at the industrial partner. In order to generate less random
arrival data, we use Erlang distribution to express inter-arrival time as the sum of
exponentially distributed variables. For example, we can put 5 random variables into
one group and use the sum of them as inter-arrival times, then the standard deviation
of inter-arrival times would be the mean divided by V5 or - = 1 where K is the
number of variables in a group.
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Using smaller arrival rate and less random variables, we can get the simulation results
as below. We use the base arrival rate as a benchmark of medium arrival rate. Then we
take a larger and a smaller arrival rate to compare. We plot the arrival rate and
production rates here, and the corresponding rejection rate is the difference between
arrival rate and production rate. We can tell from the figures that smaller A and a
results in a lower rejection rate. More specifically, because the rejection rate of
K = 5 in Base Case is minimal, the curve of production rate of K = 5 is overlapped
with arrival rate. This is similar to the case with smaller A that the curves of
production rate of K = 5, K = 3 and arrival rate are almost overlapped with each
other.
Base Case
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Figure 30 Simulation Results for Cases with Smaller and Less Random Arrival Rates
Cases with Recirculation
Other than different types of arrival rates, we would also like to consider the case
without rejections, which is more real in the factory because nothing could be "lost"
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i
on the production line. In order to achieve this, we need to recirculate the rejected
jobs back to the system for another trial after a certain travel time.
For the analytical model, we calculated the "real" arrival rate including original and
recirculated arrivals. We used the formula i =A, + t * Reji where i is the
number of iterations and , is the arrival rate of the base case and we let it be 100
jobs per unit time. After 10 iterations, we observed the real arrival rate converges as
below. Then we plugged in this real arrival rate to our analytical model.
Iteration
2
4
6
8
Arrival Rate
110.03
115.25
116.18
116.39
10
Rej Rate
13.74
15.90
16.35
U
16.43
Prod Rate
96.29
U
99.31
99.84
99.96
116.43 16.43
Table 10 Converged Arrival Rate with Recirculation
99.96
We also simulated under this case and the result is listed below (with the assumption
that the travel time is 5 time units). This result is very similar to the result from the
analytical model.
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Flow Time V.S. Production Rate with Recirculation
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Figure 31 Flow Time V.S. Production Rate with Recirculation
We can observe from this figure that the average production rates remain the same no
matter what H is because whatever arrives at the system will be produced at last with
recirculation. Moreover, we find it quite interesting that flow time decreases first and
then increases as H increases. Then we would like to examine what leads to this
phenomenon. We decomposed the flow time into two parts: waiting+processing time
and travel time. As we can see from the figure below that when H is small, travel time
dominates flow time and when H increases, waiting+processing time dominates more.
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Figure 32 Travel Time Decomposition
Then we evaluated flow time and rejection rate with different travel times. The figures
below show that as H increases, rejection rate always decreases no matter how long
the travel time is. But for flow time, the patterns are not always the same as H
increases. When travel time is small, flow time keeps increasing first and turns flat
later as H increases; when medium, flow time decreases first then increases; when
large, flow time keeps decreasing first and becomes stable at last. It is interesting to
see the decomposition of the flow time with short, medium and long travel time at the
same time. We can observe that with small travel time, waiting+processing time
always dominates and with large travel time, travel time dominates all the time.
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Figure 33 Flow Time and Rejection Rate Patterns with Different Travel Times
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Figure 34 Decomposition of Small, Medium and Large Travel Times
4.5 New Holding Policies
In previous sections, we examined a policy with a single holding time, independent of
the system state. In this section, we consider a holding policy with holding times
dependent on the system state. We list the new rules as well as the current rule in the
table below. When there is no job in the station, the station should always wait until
the arrival of the next job. While current rule waits H under both cases, new rules treat
holding times differently when there is one job or two jobs in the station. The policy
New 1 attempts to make the occupation rate of the station to be as high as possible.
Therefore, if there is only one job in the station, New 1 waits until the next job arrival,
so the station will never operate with only one job. When there are two jobs in the
station, it waits for H periods as the current rule does. On the other hand, the policy
New 2 attempts to have the station wait less and rotate more frequently. In this way,
when there are two jobs in the station, the policy forces the station to operate without
waiting; but when there is only one job in the station, New 2 still requires the station
to wait for H time period as currently.
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# of jobs in station Current Newi 
New 2
1ijob Wait H Wait oo Wait H
Table 11 New Holding Policies Description
Using these rules, we then examine system measures of rejection rate, production rate
and flow time with the assumption of no recirculation, and compare the results with
the base case. As expected, when H = 0, the performance of New 2 is the same as the
current one; when H is very large, the result of New 1 is not different from the current
one. In addition, New 1 results in the lowest rejection rate, highest production rate but
longest flow time because it waits longer for the next arrival; while New 2 gives the
highest rejection rate, lowest production rate but shortest flow time because it forces
the station to finish the job inside as quickly as possible. Moreover, the increase in the
flow time using New 1 is not obvious compared to the current holding policy and is
probably resulted in more jobs being produced (due to lower rejection rate), many of
which have long wait time. Instead, the advantage of lower rejection rate and higher
production rate is more apparent. As a result, we may conjecture that New 1, the
holding rule that attempting to make the occupation rate of the station as high as
possible, performs better than the current holding policy.
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  j s in station Current New 1 New 2
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Figure 35 Results Comparison between the Original and New Holding Policies
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4.6 Summary
In this section, we modeled the production process of a multi-position station through
simulation and analytical models with holding time H as a decision variable. We
found that with different H, there is a tradeoff between production rate and flow time
if we do not consider recirculation. With recirculation, the production rate is the same
as the arrival rate and we should choose holding time H optimally to minimize the
flow time. At last, we also identified some opportunities to further improve system
performance using new holding policies.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions
In this research, we investigated a complex automated manufacturing system of our
industrial partner to improve its efficiency. There are three parallel loops in the system
connected by a single closed conveyor. In each loop there is a series of identical
stations, each with different sizes of storage slots in the front and with capabilities to
process several jobs simultaneously. The complexity of this study is conveyed by the
large amount and high variability of throughput, multiple options of identical stations,
and simultaneous processes within each station.
Through our preliminary work of collecting data, observing the production system
and conferring with engineers and technicians in the factory, we identified three main
opportunities to improve its operation efficiency: at the system, loop and station levels.
When we examined the system output, we noticed a high variability. Therefore, we
explored the relationship between WIP and output at the system level. When we
decomposed the second trip time for the jobs which could not finish the required
measurements in the first trip, we discovered the percentage of non-service including
travel and waiting time in the second trip to be much larger than that in the first trip.
As a result, we researched what policy could enable more jobs to avoid the risks of
traveling more than one trip. When we conducted sensitivity analysis of system
capacity, we found that increasing fully-utilized rate of stations can improve system
capacity more efficiently compared to other parameters. This finding motivated a
further study on what can influence the fully-utilized rate at the station level and how
it can be influenced.
At the system level, we observed a concave relationship between WIP and output as
well as a reduction in output when WIP is high. Therefore, we suggested adopting a
CONWIP policy in the system. An extension of this is to conduct a WIP control
within each loop using the space on the conveyor between loops as buffers, in order to
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further smooth and increase the throughput of each loop as well as the entire system.
At the loop level, we proposed an Earliest Exit rule which can access the information
of remaining service time of all stations when assigning jobs at their arrival. From the
results of the simulation in Matlab comparing different assignment policies, this
Earliest Exit rule results in a more balanced station load, shorter job flow time, and
lower rejection/blockage rate for the system. A further study would be to explore more
storage place allocation methods by relaxing the assumption that the queue sizes in
front of each station were the same; for example, whether the method of even
distribution of storage places always performs the best and where we should put extra
storage place if we are capable to do that.
At the station level, we modeled the production operation as a semi-Markov process
and found a tradeoff between production rate and job flow time with different holding
times. Moreover, we suggested new holding policies to further improve the station
performance. In future research, we can generalize the model to analyze a
simultaneous-processing station with several storage slots and a multiple queue size,
and incorporate more complexity, including station downtime and mis-measurement
rate into our model.
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Chapter 7 Appendix
Appendix 1: Simulation Logic for the Three Assignment Policies
We separate the single conveyor into several parts corresponding to the number of
stations. We mark the part of conveyor between Station 1 and Station 2 as Conveyor 1,
the part between Station 2 and Station 3 as Conveyor 2, and so on. Therefore, as there
are M stations, we have totally M - 1 parts of Conveyors.
a. OE
FOR every time point t in the horizon
% Check arrivals to Station 1
IF arrival time of a job equals t
IF Station 1 is idle or the queue before Station 1 is open
Assign the job to Station 1
ELSE % Station 1 is full
The job bypasses Station 1 and enters Conveyor 1
END IF
END IF
% Check Station 1
If Station 1 is not idle, process jobs inside for one more second
If one job is finished in Station 1, send it back to the conveyor and leave the
loop. After that, pull the first job waiting at queue, if any, to Station I
% Check conveyors and downstream stations sequentially, except the last
conveyor and station
FOR j =2to M -1
% Check Conveyor j - 1
Every job on the conveyor proceeds one more second
IF a job arrives at Station j
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IF Station j is idle or the queue before Station j is open
Assign the job to Station j
ELSE % Station j is full
The job bypasses Station j and enters Conveyor j
END IF
END IF
% Check Station j
If Station j is not idle, process jobs inside for one more second
If one job is finished in Station j, send it back to the conveyor and leave the
loop. After that, pull the first job waiting at queue, if any, to Station j
Next j
% Check Conveyor M - 1
Every job on the conveyor proceeds one more second
IF a job arrives at Station M
IF Station M is idle or the queue before Station M is open
Assign the job to Station M
ELSE % Station M isfull
The job is rejected by the loop
END IF
END IF
% Check Station M
If Station M is not idle, process jobs inside for one more second
If one job is finished in Station M, send it back to the conveyor and leave the
loop. After that, pull the first job waiting at queue, if any, to Station M
Next t
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b. CP
FOR every time point t in the horizon
% Check arrivals to Station 1
IF arrival time of a job equals t
IF Station 1 is idle
Assign the job to Station 1
BP 1 is reset to 0
ELSE IF the queue before Station 1 is open
IF BP1 > M - 1
Assign the job to Station 1
ELSE
The job bypasses Station 1 and enters Conveyor 1
BP1 is incremented by 1
END IF
ELSE % Station 1 is full
The job bypasses Station I and enters Conveyor 1
BP1 is incremented by 1
END IF
END IF
% Check Station ]
If Station I is not idle, process jobs inside for one more second
If one job is finished in Station 1, send it back to the conveyor and leave the
loop. After that, pull the first job waiting at queue, if any, to Station 1
% Check conveyors and downstream stations sequentially, except the last
conveyor and station
FOR j = 2 to M - 1
% Check Conveyor j - 1
Every job on the conveyor proceeds one more second
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IF a job arrives at Station j
IF Station j is idle
Assign the job to Station j
BP is reset to 0
ELSE IF the queue before Station j is open
IF BP > M - j
Assign the job to Station j
ELSE
The job bypasses Station j and enters Conveyor j
BP is incremented by I
END IF
ELSE % Station j is full
The job bypasses Station j and enters Conveyor j
BP is incremented by 1
END IF
END IF
% Check Station j
If Station j is not idle, process jobs inside for one more second
If one job is finished in Station j, send it back to the conveyor and leave the
loop. After that, pull the first job waiting at queue, if any, to Station j
Next j
% Check Conveyor M - 1
Every job on the conveyor proceeds one more second
IF a job arrives at Station M
IF Station M is idle or the queue of Station 1 is open
Assign the job to Station M
ELSE % Station ] is full
The job is rejected by this loop
END IF
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END IF
% Check Station M
If Station M is not idle, process jobs inside for one more second
If one job is finished in Station M, send it back to the conveyor and leave the
loop. After that, pull the first job waiting at queue, if any, to Station M
Next t
c. EE
FOR every time point t in the horizon
IF arrival time ofjob i equals t, THEN try to assign job i to one station
- Step 1: Find all stations that job i can enter; if no such station is
found (because all stations are full), reject job i
- Step 2: Among those stations, identify the station j that job i waits
the shortest, and then assign job i to station j
- Step 3: Update system measures
END IF
Next t
Appendix 2: Model of Queue Size = 2
The basic four states are the same as the model of queue size = 1 and we use Si to
indicate the state that there are j jobs in the queue while the basic state of the station
is i where i = 1,2,3,4 and j = 0,1,2.
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Figure 36 Transitions between States with the Queue Size of Two - Part 1
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Figure 37 Transitions between States with the Queue Size of Two - Part 2
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Characterize Steady State Probability
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In order to solve this large problem, we let P be the probability matrix. It is a
12 * 12 matrix and each entry is the probability from one status to another one. We
let Q be the long-run probability vector, which means after a long time, the
probability of each status would turn stable and the value would be that shown in
elements in Q: the ith element of the vector qj represents the long-run probability
of state i.
Thenwehave Q*P=Q -> Q*P*P=Q*P=Q - Q*P* ... * P = Q * P=
Q -> Q * P' = Q. We can tell that P' converges to P* because when n is large
(10 using our data), every column of P* looks the same. The interpretation of this
consequence is that the probability to every state is independent from the current state
in the long run.
Now we obtain Q * P* = Q. As sum(Q) = 1, we can attain that P* = Q. By this
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means, the numerical solution of this large problem can be found.
Then we use the same methods in the previous section to characterize long-run
fraction of time spent at each state.
After this, we further calculate production rate and rejection rate using the results we
already have. As we can observe from the state, only at the end of State 3 and State 4
can a job be produced. Therefore, we calculate production rate with 03+ T
32-+ 40+ r,+ 42* 60. In addition, because jobs that cannot be produced will be
T3 2 T40 T41 T42I
rejected, the rejection rate can be expressed as 1 - production rate
Appendix 3: Simulation Logic for the Station Processes
FOR every time point t in the horizon
IF this is the end of a cycle
If there are jobs waiting in the queue, pull the first one into the station
END IF
IF arrival time ofjob i equals t
IF the station is idle
Job i enters the station
ELSE IF the station is busy but queue is still open
Job i enters the queue
ELSE % the station is full
Job i is rejected
END IF
END IF
IF the station is processing, THEN processing one more second
IF it is during holding time, THEN remaining hold time is decremented by one
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IF it is the end of holding time and there are jobs in the station, THEN start the
next cycle
Next t
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